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A Glimpse Into The World Of Lucid Dreaming
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What Is Lucid Dreaming?
Lucid Dreaming in
short, is when one falls
asleep and is aware
that they are dreaming
Lucid in itself, means
"Expressed clearly and easy to
understand" so one is
considered to be Lucid
Dreaming once they have a
clear state of mind and
understanding that they are in
fact, in a dream

As a child I
would dream of
flying over
jungles, above
the treetops and
waving my hand
through the
waters of the
Atlantic as
whales flew
through the air

I often catch my self sitting on the
surface of the moon, watching the
earth while thinking about how
small we really are in the grand
scheme of things

My favorite thing to do is talk to the
people I look up to in my world.
I have sat at a pancake
shop and discussed physics
with Einstien
I joined President
Lincoln on the steps of
the white house and
discussed where our
country is going
Had a bike ride with
Nikola Tesla in a
thunderstorm and
talked about alternate
energy sources
You Are Only Limited By Your Own Beliefs

Why

Learn
Any
Of

This

Ever Thought About
Flying To Another
Galaxy

Standing on top of Mount Everest

Or
Taking A Walk
With

A Lost Loved One
Again

Would You Like To Be Better At
Sports Or Mathematics
Maybe you have a problem you can not
seem to solve and would like some answers
Your subconscious mind can not tell the difference between
what you are imagining and what is actually happening.
This means that if you practice doing something in your
dreams, the skill and muscle memory obtained during that
time will directly transition into your waking world.

Each day grants you
86,400 Seconds
Sleeping eight hours a day leaves you with
57,600 Seconds
In one year you will have been asleep
122 Days
In ten years you will have been asleep
3.4 Years
If you are asleep a third of your life
Why spend that time unconscious

The Five Levels Of Lucid

There are Five Levels every Lucid
Dreamer goes through on their journey
to Mastering the realm of our
unconscious mind.
Each has its own challenges and in turn,
individual lessons that must be learned.

Here, I offer you a glimpse into what
those levels look like so you know what
to expect if you choose to take the
path of Lucidity.

Level 1 - The Flash Phase

This is when someone realizes for a second or two that
he or she are dreaming then lose it.
Everyone has experienced the flash phase but most
never surpass it.
Usually goes as quickly as it came and does not allow
any form of control. It is often noticed during extremes
like nightmares and very beautiful dreams
Making it through this phase requires much effort as
most people do not notice that they are dreaming until
right before they wake up. This is caused by the
subconscious defense system set in place. Once the mind
realizes that you are dreaming and the thought of
dreams cross your mind, it automatically reaches for the
root words attached to it which include being awake.
Whatever crosses the mind during sleep becomes reality
so you wake up
This is how most people experience dreaming.
Hence why most people can only remember small
parts of their dreams.
This Phase isn't much fun but it is part of the process

Level 2 - The Passenger Phase

It's name comes from the sensation of being a
passenger in your own body. You are aware that you
are dreaming but, you have no control.
It is as if you are watching a movie. Once one steps
into this phase, they will begin to really remember
the dream world for the first time.
You would think that being trapped in your body with
no control of your actions would be terrifying and it
can be at times but for the most part, it is no different
than going to see a film.
What is strange about this phase is the memory of it.
You will find that more times than not, dreams in the
passenger phase are remembered in third person. I recall
a specific dream where I am running through the jungle
from a T-Rex.
I do not remember anything leading up to that point but
when I recall the dream its self, I am sitting on the side
lines watching my self run from this massive creature.
This is another phase that most people report having
experienced at some point prior to studying lucidity.

Level 3 - The Apprentice Phase

The third phase is the scariest part. Known as the Apprentice
Phase it tests your mind in ways you could never imagine. In the
Apprentice Phase, you are aware that you a sleeping and that you
have some form of control but do not know how to use your new
found power. See, in the dream world, no thought is safe. No
memory is out of reach. You have complete control over
everything that happens but there is only one way to obtain it
and that is to control the thoughts crossing your mind. In this
phase of the journey, you will be tested. As thoughts race through
your mind, your reality will shift, twist and change before your
eyes which will, in turn, cause other thoughts to rise up. This
phase is the most terrifying part of the journey because 90% of
our thoughts are negative and when you can not hide from those
thoughts, life becomes pretty scary. You may realize that you are
dreaming then suddenly you are being chased by people or beasts.
This creates fear and fear leads to thoughts of anguish or death.
Remember that no matter what crosses your mind, it will
manifest it's self before you. When I first stepped into the
Apprentice Phase, I did not want to sleep. I knew that I was going
to go back to that scary place where there was no solice.
A great example of this is the falling dream. Most people have
experienced a dream where they are falling with no way of saving
themselves. Fear stems from a thought so it becomes real.
This phase can be fun once you learn to calm the mind.

Level 4 - The CraftsmanPhase
Here you will have obtained enough control of the mind to begin crafting
things in your dream world. This is where the fun begins. See, in order to
step up to this level, you must be able to completely clear your mind.
Meditation is your best friend. I found that while in this phase I tend to
start out in a white void. This represents a clear mind. Then from there,
you can begin to craft things as you please. A tree here, a castle there, a
loved one that you never got to ask those final questions. The world
begins to bend to your will but there is still much to learn. During this part
of the journey, you will notice that the more you craft, the more you have
to hold in your mind because remember, If you think it, it happens. This
means that if you imagine an apple tree, there will be an apple tree. If you
imagine a house, there will be a house but as soon as what you are
imagining is no longer at the fore front of your mind, It vanishes. You are
able to craft things but they do not tend to stay for very long. They come
and go like the tides. This is caused by our attention span as humans. Now
you might think that once you make it to this point that this is the end of
the road... Not by a long shot. Though you are conscious of being asleep
and have obtained a bit of control does not mean you have to stop
watching your thoughts. You can fly over the world and experience what
it is like to be alongside an eagle as it lets out its call but if the thought of
falling comes to mind, you will fall. If you imagine the eagle becomes a
dragon, it will become a dragon. This sends you into a spiral just like the
Apprentice Phase we discussed earlier. You are fully conscious that you
are not in any real danger but as soon as that thought changes, so does
your reality. Kind of like when Peter Pan was learning to fly. "Believe
Believe Believe...You have to believe Peter" Believe that you are flying
and you will fly. Believe that you are being chased by a bloodthirsty
dragon and well.. you get where this is going.

Level 5 - The Mastery Phase
This is when the journey truly sets in motion and you begin to witness
first hand, the true power of lucid dreaming. You have practiced keeping
calm so much that you no longer have to think about it. It is second
nature. Here the white void is taken away. It is no longer required. You
step into the dream world as if it were a normal dream that you have not
crafted. It is alive and thriving on its own. You can choose to let it play out
as it sees fit or you can change it as you go.
You are a God in your own world. Everything you craft stays where you
put it and you experience life without limits. Nothing is out of reach.
Nothing is out of your control.
Things stop slipping in and out of reality. Life begins to take on a
completely different hue. The world is in your hands. You can fly across
the sky with Superman or swim at the bottom of the ocean with the most
amazing creatures you have ever seen. You can even go to different
planets and galaxies.
There is nothing like sitting on an asteroid and watching a new star form
before your very eyes. I honestly believe that at this stage, you begin to
truly live in not only your sleep but in the waking world as well. It is hard
not to admire the world before you when you have seen it through many
eyes and from every angle you could imagine.
It actually makes you start feeling like you are from another world. I
have always felt this way but even more so when you wake up from
actually being there.
I find my self, traveling to different galaxies quite often. Even though it is
all in your head, there isn't much that compares to the feeling of landing
in another world and having a family welcome you home.
This phase, in my opinion, is the true key to self-discovery.
Once granted limitless power, you'll find out who you really are.

Tips On How To Begin This Journey
Tip #1. Get a Dream Journal
Write down every detail of your dream
that you can remember as soon as you
wake up each morning.
Make special note of similarities
(Dream Signs)
Anything that comes up often will be
used later on to let you know that you
are DREAMING.
This will also give you an opportunity to
look into your own psyche because your
dreams are a direct reflection of what is
really going on deep down.

Tips On How To Begin This Journey
Tip #2. Pay Attention To Details
Practice being more conscious of little
details in your world a few times a day.
Look around and take things in for a
moment.
Feel the air in your lungs and the
pressure on your feet.
Listen to the little sounds you normally
overlook.
What you do while awake, you will do
while asleep.
More details mean more vivid dreams

Tips On How To Begin This Journey
Tip #3. Practice Reality Checks
A Reality Check is a habit you make while
awake that lets you know if you are awake
or asleep while in a dream.
Try pushing your finger through your palm.
This technique is easy to grasp.
If your finger passes through your hand,
you are asleep.
If it doesn't, you are awake.
Do a (Reality Check) 10-15 times a day.
Once it becomes a habit, it will happen
while you are asleep.
In turn, alerting you that you are dreaming.

Tips On How To Begin This Journey
Tip #4. Practice Meditation
Meditation helps you in understanding the
true nature of reality.
People who meditate are more likely to
have metaphysical experiences that open
their minds up to the true nature of our
multi-dimensional universe.
True lucid dreaming requires a certain
mastery of mind, which is unavailable
without meditation.
Practice relaxing the body from your feet
up to your head 10-30 minutes a day.
This can be done laying down or sitting up.

Tips On How To Begin This Journey
Tip #5. Create A Mantra
Remember that your brain is a computer
that does what it is programmed to do.
Have something you say to your selfseveral times a day.
Something like
"I will remember my dreams"
Repeat this in your mind or out loud as you
fall asleep each night.
Lucid Dreaming is a skill and like any other
skill, it is made up of the little things you
practice each and every day.

Thank You
For Taking Time To Read

The Five Levels Of Lucid
By: Tucker Bearden

Want To Learn More
About Lucid Dreaming
Shoot Me A Message
And let's Get You Into Our
Private Facebook Group

